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● About iFactory

● Process

● Strategy

● Work to-date 

● Questions

Visit todaysmeet.com/sctcc for realtime feedback & questions to today’s 
presentation

AGENDA



ABOUT IFACTORY
WHO WE ARE



ABOUT IFACTORY

▪ 20 years of innovation in the digital space

▪ Higher education process built over the last 15 years

▪ Specialize in alignment of your organizational goals with your users’ needs 
through process and creativity

▪ 30+ Colleges/Universities; from NY State to Washington State

▪ Project goal is to celebrate your story, while creating measurable success

▪ Every site we create is unique, accessible and sustainable

Over 300 successful client relationships, 90% return engagements 

METHOD + IMAGINATION



HIGHER EDUCATION CLIENTS
PARTIAL LIST



OUR PROCESS
HOW WE DO IT



PROPOSED SCOPE

define goals

interview stakeholders

review documentation

analyze comparators

develop strategy

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT

discover »
architect information

user personas

content strategy

site map

wireframes

specify functionality

architect »
develop HTML code

develop Drupal environment

QA / testing

launch

implement »

project management / account services »
Communication, status meetings, deliverable reviews, travel, etc. for the project duration

art direction

look & feel

keyscreens

responsive

design documentation

design »



THE BIG PICTURE
A 30,000 FOOT VIEW OF WHAT SCTCC IS FACING



WHY ARE WE DOING THIS

● SCTCC is considered the “best kept secret;” there is a greater need to use the 
website as a marketing tool, showcasing what SCTCC has to offer and 
differentiating it from other schools 

● The perception of SCTCC needs to change to a desirable school; it should be 
thought of as the first (most logical) choice, as opposed to the last resort

● Resources are limited

● Site should provide inspiration as well as function for all audiences, with 
added emphasis on internal content authors who need to maintain the site in 
a regulated manner to ensure content remains relevant and engaging moving 
forward

WHAT ARE THE KEY CHALLENGES DRIVING REDESIGN



71%
Of juniors and 58% or seniors find answers to questions when researching 

colleges on the schools/ websites - most influential source over email, calling 
admissions, or calling a counselor

70%
Have looked at a college website on a mobile device!

78%
Said college websites make a difference in their perception of the institution

https://omniupdate.com/_resources/pdfs/research/2015_eexpectations.pdf

https://omniupdate.com/_resources/pdfs/research/2015_eexpectations.pdf
https://omniupdate.com/_resources/pdfs/research/2015_eexpectations.pdf


GOALS AND AUDIENCES
WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO ACHIEVE AND FOR WHOM



PROJECT GOALS

● Excite and engage: Provide an evidently distinctive online experience 
that clearly and effectively expresses the quality education, economic 
value, and core values of an SCTCC education 

● Improve User Experience (UX): Create an engagement tool for 
prospective students, their families, guidance counselors and others 
who influence the college search, as well as alumni and community 
leaders

● Improve functionality: The site should generate excitement, be 
engaging and fully responsive, as well as function for internal 
audiences who need the tool to be easy to maintain and update 

PRIORITIZING WHAT WE WANT TO ACCOMPLISH



KEY AUDIENCES 

● Prospective students (primary) 
○ Transfer/credit-seeking
○ Technical Training

● Alumni/Donors
● Employers/Community Members

NOTE: The above are not the only audiences; rather, they are the key audiences for the 
purpose of the public site



THE STRATEGY 
OUR APPROACH AND WHAT WE LEARNED



SOURCES
● Strategic Brief completed by SCTCC’s Core Team

● 5 Stakeholder Interviews Representing: Service Depts., Advisory 
Group, Faculty & Academics, External Focus, Student Focus

● Documentation Review 

● Analytics Review of Past 12 Months

● Comparator Review: Central Lakes College and Hennepin 
Technical

http://www.clcmn.edu/
https://www.hennepintech.edu/
https://www.hennepintech.edu/
https://www.hennepintech.edu/


WHAT WE LEARNED...

● SCTCC’s brand is not clearly articulated on the site; limited 
storytelling and imagery

● No defined content strategy or messaging framework to support 
what audiences might be seeking

● Site architecture is unwieldy

● User Experience (UX) and visual design do not facilitate 
engagement and conversion (not responsive)

● Analytics aren’t being used to understand user behavior



COMPARATOR REVIEW
CENTRAL LAKES COLLEGE & HENNEPIN TECH

● Bold brand promise on home page
● Excellent differentiation of navigation paths (by audience, “Get 

Started,” stats, featured video, etc.)
● Focused on people - lots of imagery and inviting tone (although 

I wanted to learn more about the faculty and advisory 
committee)

● Slightly out-of-date & some inconsistencies  (last news item 
from Sept and no form on Contact Us page as indicated)

● Explore video - dynamic and  told straight from the students’ 
perspectives (2:24 and CTA website address at end)

● Updated frequently (Star Wars news integration + live social feed on 
homepage)

● No Top Level Landing Pages (so only subsections under “About,” for 
ex.)

● Friendly, user-centric tone “What would you like to explore?”
● Video View Book bubbles up key selling points in an easily digestible 

manner that focuses on people (and is only 4 minutes long) but still 
feels like marketing

● Could make more of imagery and storytelling throughout (ex: New 
Students)

● Same evergreen banner seems like a wasted opportunity

http://www.clcmn.edu/
https://www.hennepintech.edu/
https://hennepintech.edu/getstarted/pages/1412/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=216&v=ogt9E80LsZM
http://www.clcmn.edu/admissions/new-students-2/
http://www.clcmn.edu/admissions/new-students-2/
http://www.clcmn.edu/admissions/new-students-2/


REACHING ASPIRATION 
● Focus on people to bring SCTCC to life and reinforce the sense of community - 

highlight students, faculty, advisory boards, and showcase more alums in the context 
of achievements and networking to support job attainment after graduation

● Market the student journey through storytelling – showcase accomplishments, 
explain how SCTCC opens doors – as a student, after graduation and beyond (current 
content does little to inspire students to attend)

● Balance existing factual information with more compelling imagery and a personal 
tone to create a more inviting and engaging experience

● Use rich media and responsive design to reflect SCTCC's offerings and keep pace 
with a user's expectation (current content is dense and not visually appealing)

● Use the site to inspire and provide function for all audiences, with particular 
emphasis on what programs are offered and how to access them

● Improve search and increase conversion through a modern, responsive design



DEFINING SUCCESS
● A website that excites and inspires, and emulates SCTCC’s approach to education 

and tying back to community needs and regional workforce demands

● Deeper engagement on the site (especially on key marketing pages)

● Increased conversion (clicks on key Calls-to-Action - visit, form submissions, give, 
etc.)

● Internal stakeholder buy-in (content authors feel empowered to update their 
areas of the site)

● Expanded reach as a result of improved user experience, search engine 
optimization, and future social sharing integration

*Note: In order to effectively measure success and guide future strategy, analytics need to be 
reconfigured with these measurements in mind



WORK TO-DATE
OVERVIEW OF PROGRESS MADE TOGETHER



USER PERSONAS, PERSONA MATRIX, CONTENT OUTLINES

http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/personas/v2/sctcc_personas_v2_20160106.pdf
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/personas/v2/sctcc_personas_v2_20160106.pdf


SITE MAP & WIREFRAMES

http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/sitemap/v4/sctcc_sitemap_v4_20160401.pdf
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/sitemap/v4/sctcc_sitemap_v4_20160401.pdf
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/wireframes/v2/sctcc_wireframes_v2-1_20160404/#p=st_cloud_wireframes_v2_1
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/wireframes/v2/sctcc_wireframes_v2-1_20160404/#p=st_cloud_wireframes_v2_1
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/wireframes/v2/sctcc_wireframes_v2-1_20160404/#p=st_cloud_wireframes_v2_1
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/ia/wireframes/v2/sctcc_wireframes_v2-1_20160404/#p=st_cloud_wireframes_v2_1


CURRENT WEBSITE

http://www.sctcc.edu/


ART DIRECTION

http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/ad1/sctcc_art-direction-v1.pdf


LOOK & FEEL

http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/lf1/opt1-a.html
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/lf1/opt1-a.html
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/lf1/opt2.html
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/lf1/opt2.html
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/lf1/opt3.html
http://atlantis.ifactory.com/clients/sctcc/design/lf1/opt3.html


NEXT STEPS
● Delve into visual design & development

● SCTCC continues developing and preparing content

● Estimated launch: Early 2017



QUESTIONS?



FEEDBACK
● Visit todaysmeet.com/sctcc for realtime feedback & 

questions to today’s presentation

● Visit sctccwebsite.wordpress.com for blog updates on the 
website redesign project



THANK YOU



BRAND SUPPORT ISSUES

● Current site does not tell SCTCC’s story in terms of key brand attributes; 
no cohesive sense of what it means to go to SCTCC or what it has to 
offer 

● Content on high-level pages has little context and is not visually 
compelling

● Too much insider information is pushed at prospective students too 
early in the engagement lifecycle (blend of internal and external 
content)

● Content on key marketing pages does little to show why a user should 
become a student; limited storytelling and compelling imagery to truly 
inspire the visitor (see About Us and Mission, Value and Priorities)

BRAND IS NOT SUPPORTED AT THE MOST CRITICAL POINTS

http://www.sctcc.edu/about
http://www.sctcc.edu/mvp


CONTENT ISSUES

● Content is dense on many pages and without enough context or proof 
points (see Campus Life); other pages don’t have enough content to merit 
a link (see Discovery Academy Orientation)

● Tone seems to be more factual and practical than personal (see About Us 
and Veterans Services)

● Misses any emotional connection, no real storytelling or imagery (see 
Harding.edu as a more powerful example)

● President’s messages and “That was Then…” video could be better 
leveraged for target audiences and search engine optimization

● Lack of variety with templated pages means little to no distinction 
between offerings (visitor tunes out)

UNINSPIRING CONTENT  “PROUD TO BE SMOKE FREE”

http://www.sctcc.edu/campus-life
http://www.sctcc.edu/discovery-academy-orientation
http://www.sctcc.edu/about
http://www.sctcc.edu/veterans-services
http://www.harding.edu/
http://www.harding.edu/
http://sctcc.edu/technical-school-education-brings-value-its-learners
http://archives.sctcc.edu/islandora/object/SCTrepository%3A156


VISUAL DESIGN AND UX

● Layout of pages more like bulletin board with lots of links and double 
headers

● Unrelatable; feels more like a menu (no paths or proof points) 

● Not responsive; poor mobile experience; discourages interaction and 
exploration

● Too many choices on one page to choose from and context listed 
under the CTAs (see Transfer)

● Lack of consistency throughout

UX DOES NOT FACILITATE ENGAGEMENT AND CONVERSION

http://www.sctcc.edu/transfer


ANALYTICS FINDINGS

● Much of the traffic is coming from internal audiences (42% traffic starting from 
the homepage)

● Engagement is low (2.68 pages per session, 3:17 minutes per session; we are 
looking for 5 pages and 5 minutes at least)

● Virtually no marketing activity is designed to drive new users to the site (96% of 
the traffic acquisition is coming from organic search or direct URL input)

● About 25% of the visitors are visiting the site from mobile devices 

● Very few content pages stand out as being well-trafficked, although 25% of the 
pageviews are to the online learning login page, the most visited page after the 
homepage

● No goals, events, campaign tracking, site search tracking set up, and 
Webmaster tools are not connected to GA

WHAT THE DATA TELLS US



OBJECTIVES: HIGHLIGHTS


